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SHABBY OLD VENICE
A CITYOFDELIGHT

Lack of Repair the Chronic
Condition of Its Interest¬

ing Buildings.

ITS STREETS ARE DIRTY,
CANALS MOT OVERCLEAN

Smells Are Peculiar and Varied, But
Venice Is Charming

Nevertheless.

Miff Correspondence of Tile Star.
VENICE. April 6, 1914.

Then will be no wonder as to the
charm of Venice In the early morning,
when the mists are blowing off over the
lagoon and the bright-sailed fishing boats
go out toward the sea. The newly ar¬
rived visitor, who may overnight have
had his doubts about coming to a city
without taxis and tubes, without street
cars or cabs, will awaken to a sense of
the age-long attractiveness of this pe¬
culiar community, built centuries ago,
away out from the mainland on a small
group of Islands, as a means of self-
preservation against the barbarian mi¬
grations which swept Europe from time
to time.
It Is true that Venice Is old and shab¬

by, and that Its streets are narrow and
crooked, and at times and in places very
dirty, and that its canals are not always
filled with perfectly clean water. It is
true that It lacks many cf the so-called
modern comforts, such as rapl'l transit,
and. In the great majority of the places
of publlo housing, hot and cold water
and "lifts." Its hotels are. for the most
part, chilly and as comfortless as the
transformed dwelling of ancient days
must necessarily be. It Is true that, to
speak the plain truth, Venice Is pos-

t sessed of many odors which defy analy¬
sis, and. In fact, need none.

Constitute Its Charm.
But these are the very elements that

make Venice so different from all other
sftlea that one goes clear across north¬
ern Itelx. out of the normal course of
tmwl to spend & few days there, to
r«t the savor of the medieval life that
dsrelopod so richly and picturesquely
there. Venice Is not on the way to any-
where in particular. It must be made a

specific objective, and. once reached. It
must be left by the same course..
After a day or so of soingr about, afoot

or afloat, the Impression is created that
Venice is the most sadly unrepaired place
on earth. Everything: seems to be Koing
»o pieces. One looks up at the new Cam¬
panile. on the Piazza of St. Marco, and
wonders if it will some day follow the
course of its predecessors and crumble-

Some of the sculptures on the portloo,
facing the church, have already been
marred by the weather, one face being
almost obliterated in the less than ten
years since it was emplaced. The bell
tower of St. Giorgio del Greci, a little
west of St. Marco, has assumed an angle
that gives It a rivaling rank with tre
famous structure at Pisa. Several other
church towers have left the perpendicular
and have acquired various degrees of
architectural independencei
The stucco has fallen from the walls

so generally that a fully covered facade
is an object of remark. The steps lead¬
ing down to the water are almost al¬
ways somewhat out of plumb, and very
often are so badly in need of repair
that they seem acutely unsafe. Founda-
tions appear to be on the point of top¬
pling into the canals. Doors that once
were marvela of carving have been
for decades Innocent of paint or
varnish and stand, gray and cracking,
in the damp and the sun. Iron gratings
are literally rusting to pieces In their
window settings, the stone having In
many cases long since crumbled away
from their bases.

Shabbinesa Generations Old.
But It Is to be remembered that these

things have been thus for many years,
that Venloe has been out of repair for
generations and that this very state
of decrepitude Is part of the peculiar
charm of the city. Paint up the walls,
straighten the steps and the decorated
gondola hitching posts, reset the Iron

gratings, paint the doers and other
shabby woodwork, and Venloe would
lose Incalculably In Its attractiveness.
There is one feature of Venetian life,

however, that is susoeptlble of better¬
ment without disadvantage. The town
Is sadly in need of an efficient "street-
cleaning" department, with jurisdiction
particularly over the canala Probably
any municipal administration that un¬
dertook to correct the habit of throw¬
ing all sorts of refuse Into the canal
would be subjected to a storm of public
rage, but after a few years the im¬
provement would pay as an Investment.
Many a tourist now leaves Venice with
a physical distaste that overcomes the
lure of the ancient city and prevents
return.
Now and then the happy-go-lucky

mode of garbage disposal prevalent in
Venice causes embarrassment to inno¬
cent visitors, who have been doing their
best to relieve the poverty of the 40,000
or so indigent inhabitants.one-fourth of
the total population. It is said, are virtual
paupers.by a not altogether wise dis¬
tribution of largess. We came near hav¬
ing a mishap of this sort yesterday while
being rowed about among the narrow
waterways. Our gondolier showed a

proper degree of indignation when the
splash occurred just off our bows, but
the only effect was to evoke a scornful
look from the lady aloft, who noncha¬
lantly tapped her tin dish on the sill of
her third-story window to insure its com¬
plete emptying.

Streets of City a Haze.
I should not like the job of street com¬

missioner in Venice. In the first place, it
would be a brain-racking task to learn the
streets. Probably a few Venetians know
them all, but they can doubtless be
counted on the ten flngera The Venetians
of the quarter east of the Grand Canal
and south of the civil hospital have lit¬
tle or no occasion to know that section
which lies about the railroad station.
Each portion of the city is self-sufficient.
It has its church, its assortment of shops
for all needs and its means of reaching
the Piazzo of St. Marco, which is the
heart of Venice. The gondoliers must
know the canals, but it is comparatively
easy to learn them, as against the maze
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of alleys and courts and "fondamentas,~
or canal-bordering walks.
It is possible to walk everywhere in

Venice, and Indeed to do so.that is, to
go through the hy-ways.is the only way
to see and learn this peculiar city. Yes¬
terday morning: we started out, with a
map as a guide, to prowl through these
mazes, with the Rlalto as first objective
and the iron bridge, nearer St. Marco, as
the second. This walk ultimately covered
roughly a great triangle, embracing fully
two and a half miles, and only a very
small patch of the map was covered.
On the way we stopped in several

churches. One comes upon them most
unexpectedly, and they are all usually
well worth visiting. Of course, some of
them are famous, and become items of
all well regulated tourist itineraries, but
the true joy of discovery is only to be
felt when on turning around an unlooked-
for corner at the end of what has seemed
to be a blind passage one comes sudden¬
ly Into a little square or "campo," with
the inevitable carved wellhead in the
center and the church at the side. With¬
in may be art treasures, or bare walls.
Usually there is something worth while,
a fine altar or a tomb or perhaps only a

diverting character in the sacristan. One
of those we entered thus, yesterday, pos¬
sessed some badiy lighted paintings, a

remarkably -beautiful chapel, and two
very lively cats, pranking about among
the chairs and the ladders of the repair
workers.

Busy and Skilled Workers.
A walk of this kind -brings you close

to the life of the people. You can see

them bargaining at the dark shops that
line the tiny thoroughfares, or letting
down their baskets on strings for milk
or bread or wine or vegetables brought
by venders. At one corner we came upon
a "pasta" factory in full operation.
"Pasta" Is the Italian name for what we
broadly and somewhat incorrectly speak
of as macaroni. It is in many forms,
from the true macaroni to the smallest
of bits with scalloped edges. The baker
stood at a chopping machine feeding in
thin slabs of dough that had been folded
back and forth, the knife cutting it even¬

ly Into long strips about an eighth of an
inch thick and wide, which he later fes¬
tooned upon a board to be dried. Custo¬
mers came in every few moments to buy
pennies' worth of ,4pasta" of one form
or another. The great press that in some
mysterious manner puts the hole in the
macaroni stood in one end of the room,
idle at that period, to our great regret.
At another corner, in a half basement,

a man was busy turning ornaments from
wood blocks. A few corners beyond.
everything in this labyrinth must be
measured by corners.a tinker was re¬
pairing old copper kettles. On every
hand was Industry. There are doubt¬
less many very poor people in Venice,
but there are certainly many who are
very busy and clever.

Picturesque Gondoliers.
The gondoliers are not by any means

the most interesting of Venetians. They
are a necessary and diverting feature of
life here, but they are a small fraction
of the peopde, and all the Venetians are
worth studying. They take life very
easily, and have adapted themselves to
their peculiar conditions.
One soon forgets that many of the

streets are waterways and that the city
lies virtually in the sea And yet this
quaint situation is all-pervading in its
influence upon the people andWin season
it affects the visitor, who after a few days
begins to feel the charm and wonders
if he cannot manage to revise his
schedule and prolong his stay. That
is the time to leave, for Venice is a
siren whose caM must be ignored If the
normal round of life Is to be observed.

G. A- LYON, Jr.

Pope Calls Consistofy for May 25.
ROME, April 2"L.Pope Plus has de-

oitfed to hold a oonslstory May 25 to
create cardinals.

Harvey I>. Lrooney escaped from the
Craig county Jail, at New Castle, Va.,
Friday. Looney was convicted of the
murder of O. M. Martin, police sergeant,
of New Castle, and sentenced to be elec¬
trocuted June 20.

UNEMPLOYMENT.
III..The Industrial

Commission.
By Frederic J. Haskin.

.1
For the purpose of investigating the

whole field of relationships between capi¬
tal and labor, one of the foremost prob¬
lems of the day, Congress created the
United States industrial commission.
This body has been given the whole
country for its laboratory, invested with
full legal powers for the prosecution of
Its studies, and been assured of the co¬

operation of government departments,
prominent employers of labor, and of the
leaders of organized labor, in the hopes
that Its work will prepare the way for
the solution of a class of problems which
cause more friction, discontent and dis¬
turbance than any others of the time.
It is probable that a social survey of

equal magnitude has never before been
undertaken. Subject matter for the
studies of the commission is to be gath¬
ered from a vast continent peopled by
100,000,000 aspirants for a democracy
guaranteeing even-handed justice to all
its members. The imperfections in the
relationships of a capital and laboring
army producing $20,000,000,000 worth of
manufactures each year are to be in¬
vestigated with the object of relieving
this greatest industry of the world of its
dissensions, and thus smoothing its way
toward an even more fabulous production.
The undercurrent of bitterness which is

seething among the mighty force of op¬
eratives whose brawn and skill are going
Into this country's tremendous output
of products is to be removed. Means

ATTRACTIONS FOR TOURISTS AT VENICE.
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are to be sought for the a"evl®5°£er<ifundeserved distress among workeg«.for the correction of sweating. tne
solution of enforced idleness and othe
iniquitous maladjustments of the pres¬
ent Industrial system.
Provision was made for a

to undertake this enormous ta»k by
not of Congress, approved August to,
11)12. It was stipulated that there should
be nine commissioners, to Reappointedby the President, not less than. three 01
whom should be employers of labor and
not "ess than three representative^organized labor. The sum of $1 «.«W
was appropriated out of the Unltea
States Treasury to meet the expenses^it«* first vear of operation, ana it was

empowered to employ the servicesi of e*>
perts and other necessary help for the
gathering and arrangement of Its data
and for the taking of testimony.

? *
Salaries of the commissioners were

fixed at $10 a day while engaged upon
their work. They

Paid $10 a Day were authorized as
.m -t YTT 1 a Who1®' °r byWhile at WorK. subcommittees, to

hold sittings and public hearings any¬
where In the United States, to send for
persons and papers, to administer oaths,
to summon and compel the attendance
of witnesses and to compel testimony.
They were thus well armed for their
attack upon a problem which Is proving
a baffling one in every country In the
world.
The commission was allowed three

years for the completion of Its task. At
the end of this time It will be supposed
to have probed the subject of Industrial
relations, as affecting this country, to
the bottom, and to have accumulated a
more valuable collection of economic ana
sociological data than has ever been as¬
sembled before. As, Congress has pro¬
vided that its final report must be sub¬
mitted not later than three years after
the date of the approval of the establish¬
ing act, the vast amount of research
work of the commission must be done
In a still shorter period. Considering the
fact that it was some time after Its crea¬
tion before the commission was organ¬
ized to work, the actual Investigations
upon tthich It Is to base recommenda¬
tions for the solution of present diffi¬
culties between capital and labor and
the elimination of a growing murmur or
discontent will probably cover consid¬
erably less than two years.
The Commission has divided Its work

Into four principal fields. These are
designated as the relations between
unskilled labor and Industry, between
private agencies and Industry, be¬
tween industry and public agencies,
and, finally, a study of the courts In
their relation to the labor problem.
The first field, that of Investigation

of relations between unskilled labor
and industry, will Include studies of
unemployment, seasoned labor and of the
I W. W. The problem of the casual
laborer will have a part of great Im¬
portance in this division of the com-
mission's inquiry, as it is among the
unskilled laborers that Irregularity of
employment reaches Its greatest per¬
centage. Where the skilled worker
is reasonably certain of steady em¬
ployment, the unskilled laborer drifts
from Job to Job, his market always in¬
definite and fluctuating, and he con¬
tinually runs a much greater danger
of underemployment.

*
* »

In the Investigation of the relations
between private agencies and Industry

the labor
Employment Bureaus union, the

, _ _ employers' as-to Be Investigated, soclation and
the private employment bureau will be
studied. Particular attention will be
paid to the abuses of private employ¬
ment bureaus, and of various means for
their regulation so as to protect the
unemployed from dishonest exploitation
in their times of necessity. Collective
bargaining. conciliation. lock-outs,
strikes and arbitration will, also, be
taken up under this heading.
Under the third heading are to be

comprised thorough studies of the leg¬
islation of the various states affecting
women and children in industry, and
searching investigation by agents of
the commission for the purpose of de¬
termining jUBt how well the laws which
have been obtained are being enforced.
The commission Is in possession of
considerable information which Indi¬
cates that there are a number of ex¬
cellent laws for the protection of
women and children from Industrial
exploitation whose enforcement is tar
too perfunctory. There are, it appears,
such laws In a number of states which
are strong, progressive and protectingas to letter, while weak and utterly
"In ufe'consideration of public agencies
in connection with industry, a general
study will be made of all laws bearing
upon the relationships of labor and capi¬
tal The labor, factory, safety, sanitary,
compensation and other state Jaws of
like purpose will be examined, and the
manner in which they are being admin-tiered will be thoroughly Investigated.
One important feature of this division of?he work will be the consideration of
methods of organization, together with
the advantages and disadvantages of the
public employment bureau Such bu¬
reaus state and municipal, have been
in operation in various parts of the
country for some time, and the commis¬
sion will probably secure full informa-? on as to the advisability of their, ex¬
tension and co-ordination. One plan be¬
fore the commission contemplate? the es-
tablishment of a federal clearing house
lor the unemployed, which wou'.d gathe:
det-i'ed reports concerning the 'conditio:
oi labor markets from all over the coun

try, which Information It would redis¬
tribute In such a way as to simplify
considerably the readjustment of the un¬
employed.

*
* *

The relations of the courts to labor
and Industry, which will be taken up

as the fourth dl-
Courts on list vision of the

for Careful Study be°?or
the determination of Just how adequate
our present legal system Is for the regu-
latlon of modern, giant factory produc¬
tion, born, nursed and brought up dur¬
ing the last century, while statute and
precedent have been piling up through
all the hoary vistas of time. This phase
of the work will deal especially with
the subjects of Injunctions, prosecutions
under the Bherman law, controversies
concerning rights of speech and careful
Investigation of Interpretations as to the
rights guaranteed the worker by the
Constitution.
All the work of the commission will

pivot upon the problems of unemploy¬
ment, and what Is about the same thing,
sufficient employment for the American
workman. W. M. Ijelserson of Mil¬
waukee, who will have supervision of
that part of the commission's studies di¬
rectly dealing with unemployment, has
been a life-long student of this question

and Is recognized as one of Its greatest
authorities. If the commission is able to
promulgate and assist In the adoption uf
measures effective for the bringing about
of sufficient employment for all who are
willing, honest and diligent. It will have
paid for Itself to all of the people many
thousands of times.

NEW IXDS FOR LETT EYE.

Bare Operation in Optical Surgery
Performed at Baltimore.

BALTIMORE, Md.. April 27..A rare

operation In optical surgery was per¬
formed at a hospital here last Saturday,
when three large pieces of skin were
taken from the arm of Miss Sarah Trege
to make new lids for her left eye. It
is thought the sight of the eye, wMch
was rapidly falling on account of ex¬
posure, will be saved by the operation.
Already the grafted skin has started to
take root and the patient can partially
open and close the eyelid.
After the skin was taken from Miss

Trego's arm the scarred tissue surround¬
ing the eye and the membrane of the
lid were removed. In the denuded are*
the skin of the patient's arm was
grafted.
Miss Trego nu burned about the hsad

when a child.

Sooner or Later
drugging, even in its milder forms, clouds and mars the
fairest complexion.

Coffee drinking isn't considered drugging by most

people, but physicians know that the average cup of
coffee contains from 2 to 3 grains each of the drugs
"caffeine" and "tannin," that affect stomach, liver and
kidneys, disturb circulation and work havoc with nat¬
ural nerves and a healthy skin.

Every woman who values a clear complexion, soon

finds that a change from coffee to

POSTUM
makes rapidly for personal comfort and wholesome
beauty.

Postum is a pure-food drink, made of prime wheat
and a small per cent of molasses. It tastes much like
high-grade Java, but is absolutely free from caffeine,
tannin or any other drug or harmful ingredient.

Postum comes in two forms:
REGULAR POSTUM.well boiled, yields a de¬

lightful flavor, 15c and 25c packages.
INSTANT POSTUM.a soluble powder. A tea-

spoonful stirred in a cup of hot water dissolves instant¬
ly. A delicious beverage. 30c and 50c tins. The cost

per cup of both kinds is about the same.

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM
.sold by Grocers everywhere
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